
Chemistry Lecture *34". Ionic. Compounds

I-P one atom trans-Pers its electrons to another, they will stick

together because one atom will have a positive charge and the

other will have a negative charge. Electrostatic -Porce is the

-Porce o£ attraction between opposite charges. Thus, anions and

cations will stick together due to the electrostatic -Porce.

The bond -Pormed between anions and cations is called an ionic

bond. The new substance -Pormed by the union o-P an anion and

cation is called an ionic compound.

Ionic compounds are made -Prom metal cations and nonmetal anions.

Remember that metals are to the le-Pt o-P the jagged line on the

periodic chart, and nonmetals are to the right o-P the jagged line.

I-P a substance is made o-P a metal and nonmetal, it is an ionic

compound.
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For example, Na is a group lA metal with one valence elec-tron that

want? to lose this electron to achieve an octet. Cl is a group "7 A

nonmetal with "7 valence electrons that wants to steal an electron

to achieve an octet.

Na will trans-Per its one electron to Cl. Na becomes Na+, Cl

becomes Cl". These two ions will now stick together because one

is positive and the other is negative.

Na- + ,CI: [Nall'.ClG" Formula-. NaCI

Here's another example-. Ca is a group 2-A metal with two valence

electrons it wants to get rid o-P. 5 is a group GA nonmetal with G

valence electrons that wants to steal 2. electrons. Ca will give 2-

electrons to 5 and -Porm CaS.

Ca: + S: LCaU^ L'-S:]7- Formula-. CaS• • * ™"||jr ,.

Notice that the number o-P electrons lost by one atom equals the

number o-P electrons gained by the other atom. In all ionic

compounds, the total amount o-P positive charge on one particle

must equal the total amount o£ negative charge on the other

particle, giving a net charge o-P zero.

What would the -Pormula -Por a compound made o-P aluminum and

bromine look like? Al is in group 3A and wants to lose 3 electrons.

Bromine is in group TA and wants to steal one electron. This

creates a problem. How can Al get rid o-P 3 electrons when

bromine only wants one? The solution is to get three bromine

atoms, and each one takes an electron -Prom Al.
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.-] + C.Brrl B^ QBr.'TC

•

Formula- AlBn

The Pormula -Por a compound made oP aluminum and bromine is

AIBr3. When writing -Pormulas Por ionic compounds, the cation is

written Pirst, and the anion is written second. Also, the number

oP ions is written in subscripts to the lower right. There are 3

bromine ions, so 3 is written in subscripts below "6»r."

Notice that the total amount oP positive charge - total amount oP

negative charge. Al has an oxidation number oP +3, and there are

3 bromine ions, each with a charge oP -I, giving the total amount oP

negative charge as -3, thus,

+3 + 3(-0 = O.

Determining the Pormula oP an ionic compound is easy iP the ions

have e^ual but opposite charges. You just stick the element

symbols together (with the cation listed Pirst). For example,

Na+ CC NaCI

Ga + S~~ IJĤ  CaS

AT N*- AIN

iP the oxidation numbers are not ecjual and opposite, criss-cross

the numbers and take the absolute value. For example, <5ra is in
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group 3A and has a +3 oxidation number. Oxygen is in group GA

and has an oxidation number oP -2-.

O -2.

Change the -2. to 2-, and move it below Gra. Take the 3 and move it

below the oxygen.

This works bec-ause the two <5ra each have a +3, and three O each

have -2-, giving

2-(+3) + 3(-2-) = O.

What is the Pormula Por a comound made out oP Ca and Cl?

or

What is the -Pormula Por a compound made out o-P K and P?

!* NL--' \v

What is the Pormula Por a compound made out o-P Mg and N?

IC3P, and Mg3Ni are all examples oP binary ionic, compounds.

These are ionic compounds that are made out o-P two types o-P

elements- one metal and one nonmetal.
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We've been getting the oxidation numbers o-P the elements by using

the periodic chart. We know that groups IA-3A have values oP -H

+2-, and +3. We know that that groups 5"A-TA have values o-P -3,

-2-, and -I. Most o£ the transition elements have two or more

oxidation numbers. For example, Fe can exist as Fez+ or

There are a -Pew transition elements that have only one oxidation

state. You need to memorize the oxidation states o-P these

elements listed below-

, Nr+, ZLn ,̂ Ag+

So i-P I ask you to write a nickel ion, you'd write N'r+.

There is a type o-P ion called a polyatomic ion. This is a group o-P

atoms that are bonded together, and have stolen or lost electrons.

They behave like a single atom with a charge.

Listed below are the names and -Pormulas o-P commonly used

polyatomic ions. You need to memorize the name? and -Pormulas

o-P these ions.
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Name Formula

Hydroxide OH"

Carbonate CO/"
Nitrate

Phosphate

SulPate 504-2-

Ammonium NfU+

lodate ICV

Acetate CZH3OZ' or CH3COO"

Chromate

Notic-e that ammonium is the only polyatomic, listed that has a

positive charge. Notice also that acetate c-an be written two

diPPerent ways. The second way, CH^COO" , gives in-Pormation

about the structure o-P the ion.

Writing -Pormulas o-P ionic, compounds with polyatomic, ions is

identical to writing binary ionic compounds. When starting put

parentheses around the polyatomic ion with the charge outside the

parentheses. Criss cross the oxidation numbers and put the

number Prom the cation in subscripts outside the parentheses oP

the polyatomic ion.

For example, write the -Pormula Por a compound made oP zinc and

nitrate.

Z.n z+ NO3" z.n z* (N03) "' Z-n,(No3)z or Z.n(NO3)'3/2-
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Write the -Pormula -Por a compound made o-P sodium and sul-Pate.

Na+l (SO*?" NazCsoOi or NazSO^

Write the -Pormula o-P a compound made o-P strontium and sul-Pate.

Sr2""1" (SO*)2-" SrCso/,.) or SrSO* . lon^ have ec|ual and

oppo î+e charges, 90 just stick them together.

W/rite the -Pormula -Por a compound made o£ aluminum and

carbonate.

Al2.(C03X

Write the -Pormula -Por a compound made o-P magnesium and

hydroxide.

(OH)'1

I-P you wrote MgOH^ that's wrong! You

need parentheses since there is more

than one OH" attached to the Mg.

Write the -Pormula -Por a compound made o-P (a), ammonium and

nitrate, and (b) ammonium and sul-Pate.

a. (NfO+l (N03)-' H (NH^VNO,̂  or

b. (NH ŷ (so^>z s or
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